
PRICING AND DELIVERY 
Our tanks come from Italy and are expensive to ship, as they represent mostly empty space!  Our prices below are for ONE tank  ex-
works UK though it may sometimes be possible to ship directly, avoiding further UK delivery charges.   We will try hard to minimise 
the shipping costs, e.g. can be a small saving for shipping multiple tanks, and small diameter tanks or other equipment can 
sometimes be shipped inside larger ones. 
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200 78 58 £220 £330 n/a n/a £30 £60 
300 94 64 £280 £415 £1200 £1470 £35 £70 
500 117 74 £385 £575 £1460 £1735 £40 £80 

1000 148 93 £700 £950 £1860 £2185 £45 £85 
1500 150 110 POA n/a £2390 £3950 £55 £100 
2000 150 127 POA n/a £2650 £4600 £65 £120 
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Type ‘FO’ : Flat base, single outlet, Open top. 
Type ‘CLOe’ : Cone base, on Legs (stand), Open top, ‘economy’ version bottom and secondary outlets. 
Type ‘CLO’ : Open top, on Legs, Enclosed with bottom and secondary outlets, level sightglass, sample tap 
Type ‘CLE’ : Cone base, on Legs, Enclosed with top manway, bottom and secondary outlets, level 
sightglass, sample tap 
 
Dust lids overlap rim of tanks, loose fit.   Variable capacity lids fit inside tank, and either float on liquid 
surface or above it, supported and sealed by an inflatable tube around the rim. 
CLE type are totally enclosed, with access via a manway in the top, which may be clamped shut.  Pic shows 
additional front manway (optional extra). 
These tanks suitable for still liquids only: not pressure rated, and customer must 
ensure adequate venting to avoid collapse when emptying (vacuum relief). 
Other sizes/types available on request. 

Extras and options 
Triclamp, DIN or RJT connections £40 each 
Ball Valves    £30 each 
Butterfly Valves   £60 each 
Sample Tap    £45 
Front Manway   £395 
Level Sightglass   £175 
Cooling Jacket 300l.   £710 
Cooling Jacket 1,000l   £1,250 
Stand for FO tank 300l.  £110 
Stand for FO tank 1,000l.  £205 
  Prices exclude packing, delivery, commissioning and VAT 


